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BE MY DAD! BY GÁBOR ROHONYI, CSABA VÉKES

BLOCKADE BY ÁDÁM TŐSÉR 

THE GAME BY PÉTER FAZAKAS

THE GRANDSON BY KRISTÓF DEÁK

HALF WAY HOME BY ISTI MADARÁSZ 

HEIGHTS AND DEPTHS BY SÁNDOR CSOMA

KATINKA BY NORBERT PÁLINKÁS

KIM BY ERIKA KAPRONCZAI 

LARRY BY SZILÁRD BERNÁTH

THE MISSING TALE BY KLÁRA TRENCSÉNYI

NOT A THING BY FANNI SZILÁGYI

PEACE – OVER THE PEOPLE BY ÁDÁM TŐSÉR, TAMÁS BABOS

SIX WEEKS BY NOÉMI VERONIKA SZAKONYI

SKYLARK BY BÉLA PACZOLAY

THREE THOUSAND NUMBERED PIECES BY ÁDÁM CSÁSZI

TOLDI BY MARCELL JANKOVICS, LAJOS CSÁKOVICS

WE STARTED TOGETHER BY YVONNE KERÉKGYÁRTÓ

WHITE PLASTIC SKY BY TIBOR BÁNÓCZKI, SAROLTA SZABÓ

WHOSE DOG AM I? BY RÓBERT ÁRPÁD LAKATOS

ZANOX BY GÁBOR BENŐ BARANYAI

BÖLÖNI, STORY OF A LEGEND BY ATTILA SZABÓ

CAT CALL BY ROZÁLIA SZELECZKI

FOUR SOULS OF COYOTE BY ÁRON GAUDER

GOLDS OF THE NATION BY TAMÁS ZÁKONYI S.

GROWING OLD BY BÁLINT DÁNIEL SÓS

HABISZTI – JUST BECAUSE! BY GYÖRGY DOBRAY

HADIK BY JÁNOS SZIKORA

I WON’T DIE BY ASIA DÉR

THE LEFKOVICSES ARE IN MOURNING BY ÁDÁM BREIER

OPERATION POLONIA 1920 BY KORNÉL KUSSINSZKY

OUR BLOSSOM BY DÓRA SZŰCS

OUT OF AIR BY KATALIN MOLDOVAI

RECOVERY WALL BY ÁDÁM MIKLÓS

RESCUER BY GERGELY HAJNAL

RISE AND WALK BY ANDRÁS FÉSŐS

SEEING WHAT YOU SEE BY MÁTYÁS SZABÓ

SEMMELWEIS BY LAJOS KOLTAI

SOME BIRDS BY DÁNIEL HEVÉR

SUPPORTING ACTORS BY ÁRPÁD SOPSITS



BE MY DAD!
SZIA ÉLETEM! 

comedy

DIRECTED BY
GÁBOR ROHONYI
CSABA VÉKES

PRODUCED BY
ISTVÁN MAJOR / FILMTEAM
& PÉTER GESZTI, EDIT DITZ / GRUND
& PÉTER ROSKÓ / BLUE DUCK ARTS

The story depicts an unexpected encounter 
between a writer who is popular but bereft 
of inspiration, and his little son, whom he 
has never seen before. This twisted, cheer-
ful and emotional story of forced coexist-
ence will cross the boundaries of reality 
thanks to the boy’s imagination...

new feature films 2022▲ 
UP



BLOCKADE
BLOKÁD

drama 

DIRECTED BY
ÁDÁM TŐSÉR 

PRODUCED BY
TAMÁS LAJOS
FILM POSITIVE PROD.

József Antall, only six months after his in-
duction as Prime Minister of the first dem-
ocratic government following the 1989 
change of the Communist regime, faces 
the most difficult test of his life. Taxi drivers 
protest against the drastic rise in petrol pric-
es by the House of the National Assembly. 
Quickly disillusioned with democracy, they 
blockade the city of Budapest, and soon 
after the whole country. The film is not only 
the chronicle of the four days of the taxi 
blockade: it shows the battles and bargains 
behind the scenes, and the private life of 
a Prime Minister dealing with crisis, fighting 
for democracy.

new feature films 2022▲ 
UP



THE GAME
A JÁTSZMA 

thriller/drama — First Feature

DIRECTED BY
PÉTER FAZAKAS

PRODUCED BY
TAMÁS LAJOS
FILM POSITIVE PROD.

1963, Budapest. A veteran counter-intelli-
gence officer’s loyalty is tested by his pro-
tégé in a dangerous spy game.
Counter-intelligence officer András Jung 
(Zsolt Nagy) lives a perfect life: he is hap-
pily married to Éva (Gabriella Hámori), and 
the only obstacle between him and his de-
sired promotion is a competitive colleague, 
Kulcsár (Péter Scherer). When the legend-
ary spy, Pál Markó returns in connection 
with an unresolved case, twist comes after 
twist, and so begins a ruthless battle where 
no one and nothing is what they seem to 
be, and a single human gesture can cost 
your life.

new feature films 2022▲ 
UP



THE 
GRANDSON
AZ UNOKA 

drama/crime — First Feature

DIRECTED BY
KRISTÓF DEÁK

PRODUCED BY
TAMÁS ZÁKONYI S.
FLASHBACK MEDIA

Rudi, a polite and quiet office hand, shares 
a special bond with his elderly grandpa. 
When Grandpa falls victim to a uniquely 
heartless phone scam that breaks his spirit 
and his health, Rudi decides he’s not going 
to let the petty criminals get away with it. 
But in order to get close to them, he needs 
to step far out of his comfort zone and turn 
into a different person. With a band of grey-
haired allies on his side, he might just get to 
the scammers before it’s too late…

new feature films 2022▲ 
UP



HALF WAY 
HOME
ÁTJÁRÓHÁZ

dramedy 

DIRECTED BY
ISTI MADARÁSZ 

PRODUCED BY
ANDRÁS MUHI
GÁBOR FERENCZY
FOCUSFOX

Christian is a twenty-something with no di-
rection to his life. He starts his new job at 
the morgue - it seems easy: he is the night-
watchman. The only thing he is supposed 
to do is sit through his shift. But on the first 
night he finds that the dead don’t rest in 
peace; they are waking up to walk the cor-
ridors and ask for his help. One day the un-
expected happens, the girl of his dreams, 
Ágnes shows up. Too bad she is already 
dead. Christian has no other choice: togeth-
er with his witch aunt he devices a plan to 
escape the girl from the morgue, through 
the underworld into life.

new feature films 2022▲ 
UP



HEIGHTS 
AND DEPTHS
MAGASSÁGOK 
ÉS MÉLYSÉGEK 

drama — First Feature
NFI INCUBATOR PROGRAM SELECTION

DIRECTED BY
SÁNDOR CSOMA

PRODUCED BY
CLAUDIA SÜMEGHY
TAMÁS YVAN TOPOLÁNSZKY
JUNO11 PICTURES

The protagonist Hilda Sterczer is the widow 
of the internationally renowned mountain-
eer, Zsolt Erőss. Through her eyes we get a 
glimpse into the events after Zsolt’s unsuc-
cessful conquest of the mountain, resulting 
in a tragedy.
Hilda is forced to follow helplessly, thou-
sands of miles away, as her husband, par-
ticipating in the Kangchenjunga expedition, 
becomes extremely exhausted and then 
ultimately dies during the descent from the 
mountain peak. She remains alone with 
their two children. 
Having been a supporter of Zsolt through-
out his life, even after his death, Hilda tries 
to cope with the expectations of the public 
and the attacks of the media, with the same 
attitude the deceased had. It takes time for 
her to admit that she needs help in dealing 
with the tragedy. She has to find her own 
identity to start laying down the foundations 
of her new life.

new feature films 2022▲ 
UP



KATINKA

documentary

DIRECTED BY
NORBERT PÁLINKÁS

PRODUCED BY
TAMÁS LAJOS
SZUPERMODERN STUDIO

Katinka Hosszú is a three-time Olympic, 
seven-time World Champion Hungarian 
swimmer. She is the first competitor who 
held the world record simultaneously in all 
five mixed swimming styles. 
Katinka is now preparing for the greatest 
challenge of her life: the 2021 Summer 
Olympics in Tokyo. The preparation and the 
competition form the starting point of the 
documentary. The filmmakers follow Katinka 
on dry land and in the water, through her 
ups and downs all the way to Tokyo.
While directly observe the exciting story in 
the present, viewers also get acquainted 
with the heroine’s past. Katinka talks about 
her childhood in Baja; about the first na-
tional and international competitions, her 
years of study in Los Angeles, her World 
Champion and Olympic Champion titles but 
she also talks about her personal life, her 
relationship with Shane Tusup, their work 
together and their divorce. She allows the 
camera – and thus the audience – to get 
closer than ever before.

new feature films 2022▲ 
UP



KIM

documentary — First Feature

DIRECTED BY
ERIKA KAPRONCZAI 

PRODUCED BY
PÉTER KOZMA 
ERIKA KAPRONCZAI
ANDRÁS MUHI
KARTON PRODUCTIONS

Kim Corbisier was already an urban leg-
end in Budapest due to her unique talents 
and the mysteries around her origins when 
Erika Kapronczai, the film director student 
contacted her to make a short film togeth-
er. After the first meeting the film project 
turned into a life saving mission, which was 
supposed to be accomplished by another 
film project. Kim and Erika started to make a 
documentary film about Kim quitting drugs. 
But after a few months this process re-
mained unfinished as well. Kim committed 
suicide. And she left her camera with Erika. 
The mesmerising and often shocking foot-
ages of the camera bear witness to Kim’s 
struggles with methadone addiction and, 
above all, her identity crisis caused by a se-
ries of unfortunate and criminal accidents in 
her family. Now, 10 years later, Erika finally 
makes their film, processes her oeuvre and 
investigates Kim’s obscure family history.

new feature films 2022▲ 
UP



LARRY

drama — First Feature

DIRECTED BY
SZILÁRD BERNÁTH

PRODUCED BY
ANDRÁS MUHI
GÁBOR FERENCZY
FOCUSFOX

Adam, a 22-year-old shepherd lives in 
Borsod in isolation fromsociety due to his 
severe stuttering.One day he makes a ca-
thartic recognition. When he raps with an 
exploding rage, the stuttering stop. Due to 
his wild presentation and ruthlessly honest 
lyrics, he unexpectedly achieves tremen-
dous success on YouTube as Larry.
However, crippling speech disorder reap-
pears when he has to act in front of public. 
In order to grow up to his online alterego, 
Adam must break through his inner barrier 
and stand up to his arbitrary father.

new feature films 2022▲ 
UP



THE MISSING 
TALE
EMLÉKEK ŐREI 

documentary

DIRECTED BY
KLÁRA TRENCSÉNYI

PRODUCED BY
JULIANNA UGRIN
ZSÓFIA ZURBÓ
ÉCLIPSE FILM

For 2000 years there’s been a flourishing 
Jewish community in the South Indian city 
of Cochin. When I started to shoot my film, 
there were only 7 people left.Among them 
I came to discover my ‘Jewish grandmoth-
er’, SARAH Cohen. The 95-year-old matri-
arch was slowly losing her memory – so 
the memory of the entire community was in 
danger. The film follows the efforts of three 
self-appointed Wardens to carry on this 
age-old heritage: a Muslim tailor, THAHA 
(45), BABU (60), the warden of a crumbling 
Synagogue and MEYDAD (34) who comes 
to Cochin to paint the portrayal of his fore-
fathers on collapsing Jewish buildings. 
During the shooting of this documentary, 
I slowly become another Warden of the 
Cochini memory: by juxtaposing my Eastern 
European identity full of repressions with 
the mirage of Cochini tolerance. Until I real-
ize that my newly found ‘Indian grandmoth-
er’ is also hiding secrets from me...

new feature films 2022▲ 
UP



NOT A THING
VESZÉLYES LEHET 
A FAGYI

drama/romance — First Feature
NFI INCUBATOR PROGRAM SELECTION

DIRECTED BY
FANNI SZILÁGYI

PRODUCED BY
ÁGI PATAKI
EDINA KENESEI
PARTNERSFILM

Thirtysomething identical twins, Éva and 
Adél lead very different lifestyles, but, other 
than their looks, they have one main thing 
in common. Both are deeply unhappy but 
pretend not to be. Adél leads a reserved, 
antisocial lifestyle, and plans to leave for a 
radiologist job in Sweden, while her sister, 
Éva is a housewife with a newborn and a 
successful, appealing husband. Éva can’t 
face her failing marriage, she is depend-
ing on her husband, who is abusive and 
controlling, while Adél is so lonely and 
withdrawn, it’s impossible to get close to 
her. They both need each other but are 
incapable to connect to. When they meet 
Ákos, a construction worker, who is perfect 
to idealize and have a platonic love affair 
with, their hypocritical lifestyle needs to 
change. They realise each other’s misery 
by a bizarre, unfulfilled love triangle, that 
gradually draws them closer than they have 
ever been before.

new feature films 2022▲ 
UP



PEACE – 
OVER THE 
PEOPLE
BÉKE - A NEMZETEK 
FELETT 

documentary/feature

DIRECTED BY
ÁDÁM TŐSÉR & TAMÁS BABOS

PRODUCED BY
DOROTTYA HELMECZY
MEGAFILM

In the aftermath of WWI, Hungary faced a 
far-reaching crisis: it was no longer a lead-
ing nation within the Austro-Hungarian 
Empire and its population, territory, econ-
omy, and leadership had been severely 
impacted by the Great War. The nation’s 
survival depended on the success of the 
Peace Delegation led by Count Apponyi. 
This docudrama shows the struggle of 
the Hungarians to broker a proportional 
and fair treaty while it reveals the reasons 
and circumstances that led to the most 
catastrophic loss Hungary has suffered in 
its thousand-year history with the help of 
Hungarian and French historians.

new feature films 2022▲ 
UP



SIX WEEKS
HAT HÉT

drama — First Feature

DIRECTED BY
NOÉMI VERONIKA SZAKONYI 

PRODUCED BY
JUDIT ROMWALTER
SPARKS

Zsófi, the rebellious teenager lives in a tiny 
flat with her little sister Mesi, and her un-
stable mother, Bea. Zsófi discovered late 
that she was pregnant and decided to give 
up her baby through open adoption to a 
couple. Zsófi always had to behave like a 
grownup, working and making sensible de-
cisions instead of her mother and for her 
sister. She is still at high school and her only 
vantage point is her table tennis career for 
which she works assiduously. She plans 
the adoption thoroughly with the help of 
a social worker. Following the birth, she is 
given six weeks by law to change her mind 
and ask for her child back. She seems to 
be able to control her feelings ruthlessly 
and continue towards the goals she set. At 
the same time, her maternal feelings inten-
sify, doubts arise, and she slowly begins to 
question her own decisions.

new feature films 2022▲ 
UP



SKYLARK
PACSIRTA 

drama

DIRECTED BY
BÉLA PACZOLAY

PRODUCED BY
TAMÁS LAJOS
FILM POSITIVE PROD.

Skylark, a woman doomed to became a 
spinster, is away for a week, which brings 
unexpected liberation and happiness to her 
parents who can no longer disregard the 
tragedy of their whole life.

new feature films 2022▲ 
UP



THREE 
THOUSAND 
NUMBERED 
PIECES
HÁROMEZER
SZÁMOZOTT DARAB

drama

DIRECTED BY
ÁDÁM CSÁSZI

PRODUCED BY
ISTVÁN BODZSÁR
UNIOFILM ENT.

When everyone is laughing at you and no 
one believes you can actually do it. You 
should know: there are those for whom 
nothing is impossible… - A director is cre-
ating a play about the difficult lives of five 
young Roma: his goal is to get into major 
international festivals. The play tells their 
story with unabashed cruelty - it trades 
their misery. The film tells the surreal story 
of their joint creative process, which slowly 
blurs the line between fiction, absurdity and 
sociographic reality. The main question of 
the film is whether it is possible to talk about 
the topic of race without racism?
Can the minority and the majority ever 
come together?

new feature films 2022▲ 
UP



TOLDI

animation/adventure

DIRECTED BY
MARCELL JANKOVICS
LAJOS CSÁKOVICS

PRODUCED BY
FERENC MIKULÁS
KECSKEMÉTFILM, MTVA

Animated version of the famous epic tale 
by János Arany. - Miklós Toldi, an impulsive 
stripling, com¬mits a careless murder and 
is forced to go into hiding. He sets out for 
Buda to dazzle the king with his courage 
and daring, and he earns both the ruler’s 
mercy and a knighthood. The film follows 
him on a journey full of adventures and in-
trigue between brothers, until young Toldi 
finally faces the great test, when he wins the 
rec¬ognition he has so long craved before 
the king.

new feature films 2022

 †

▲ 
UP



WE STARTED 
TOGETHER
EGYÜTT KEZDTÜK

drama/romance

DIRECTED BY
YVONNE KERÉKGYÁRTÓ

PRODUCED BY
JUDIT ROMWALTER, CSABA PÉK
SPARKS

’We Started Together’ dramatizes the con-
flicts of the 2020’s youth through the sto-
ries of a group of high school classmates: 
Marci, Franciska, Ádi, Juli, Renátó, Benett, 
Geri, Gigi and Nóri. After high school life 
leads them to separate ways. Ten years 
later two of them are getting married and 
the gang meets up again at their wedding. 
Each guest carries their own secrets. Some 
of them are still looking for a goal in their 
life, the others got stuck in a bad relation-
ship or addiction. At first, the wedding starts 
as a masquerade, where all participants are 
trying to put on a perfect show, but when 
Ádi suffers a near fatal accident, they real-
ize, they all need to stop the act and reveal 
their real selves.

new feature films 2022▲ 
UP



WHITE 
PLASTIC SKY
MŰANYAG ÉGBOLT

animation / science-fiction drama 
— First Feature

DIRECTED BY
TIBOR BÁNÓCZKI 
SAROLTA SZABÓ

PRODUCED BY
JÓZSEF FÜLÖP
ORSOLYA SIPOS
JURAJ KRASNOHORSKY
SALTO FILMS, ARTICHOKE
PROTON CINEMA, RTVS

By the year 2123 fertile soil will disappear 
from the Earth. The flora and fauna will 
become extinct. Before the total disaster, 
scientists develop an extremely nutritious 
plant, which grows from living human flesh 
only. 
The city of Budapest lives in total isolation. 
Every citizen on their 50th birthday gets 
“implanted” and transported to a special 
site called the Plantation. 
STEFAN a 28 year-old psychiatrist supports 
this system and strongly believes that this 
is the only way humanity can survive. One 
day, his wife NORA signs up for a volunteer 
implantation and Stefan’s world collapses.

Festivals & Sales:
contact@filmsboutique.com

upcoming feature films 2023▲ 
UP



WHOSE DOG 
AM I?
KI KUTYÁJA VAGYOK 
ÉN?

documentary

DIRECTED BY
RÓBERT ÁRPÁD LAKATOS

PRODUCED BY
RITA BALOGH
OTHER FILMS
MICRO FILM (RO)

The director of the film, member of 
the Hungarian minority from Romania 
(Transylvania), while searching for the per-
fect “bride” for his pure-breed Hungarian 
Kuvasz, gets involved in dog breeding 
politics. During the story he gets under the 
influence of different ideologies, like na-
tionalism (when he finds out that Hungarian 
breeds are degenerated he is trying to 
save those breeds from degeneration), 
regionalism (he is trying to develop a new 
Transylvanian Hungarian regional breed, as 
an expression of his specific cultural iden-
tity), liberalism (when he finds out from his 
genetic test that he is a ‘mixed-race person’, 
so basically, a non-purebred mixture), but 
because of his social sensitivity, he gets 
disappointed by all the ideologies - so he 
fails as a dog politician.
But his hope for a better, normal and decent 
life never dies, and he always finds a new 
idea…

new feature films 2022▲ 
UP



ZANOX
ZANOX – KOCKÁZATOK
ÉS MELLÉKHATÁSOK

comedy — First Feature
NFI INCUBATOR PROGRAM SELECTION

DIRECTED BY
GÁBOR BENŐ BARANYAI

PRODUCED BY
ZSUZSI GYURIN,
DÁNIEL MOLNÁR
SALAMANDRA FILM, SPARKS

Misi is an 18-year-old shy guy, longingly lov-
ing his classmate Janka since ages, but he’s 
afraid to approach her. Against his panic at-
tacks he is taking the pills of a local phar-
macy factory called ‘Zanox’ which are still 
in the level of experimenting. The pills have 
an unexpected side effect: they accidental-
ly make Misi able to travel in time. 

new feature films 2022▲ 
UP
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BÖLÖNI, 
STORY OF 
A LEGEND
BÖLÖNI LÁSZLÓ - EGY 
LEGENDA TÖRTÉNETE 

documentary

DIRECTED BY
ATTILA SZABÓ

PRODUCED BY
TAMÁS NOVÁK
LUNUS LTD.

László Bölöni is a Hungarian and Romanian 
legend who is welcomed with love 
and respect in Budapest, Bucharest, 
Marosvásárhely, Lisbon and Brussels. He 
is one of the most successful Hungarian 
footballers, and one of Romania’s big-
gest sports stars as well. The film follows 
László Bölöni’s walk of life, while it takes 
us on an incredible journey in space and 
time: from Székelyföld to Bucharest, from 
communist Romania to Western Europe, 
and from the village pitch to the final of the 
Champion Teams European Cup - the pre-
decessor of today’s Champions League. 
Along with László Bölöni, world famous 
football stars also speak: Helmut Dukadam, 
Gheorghe Hagi, Victor Pițurcă, Marius 
Lăcătuș,  Cristiano Ronaldo, Axel Witsel, 
Yannick Carrasco, Imre Jenei, and Valentin 
Ceausescu, the son of the Romanian com-
munist dictator Nicolae Ceausescu also 
appear in the spectacular film, which works 
with a lot of archival materials, and presents 
many never-published recordings.

upcoming feature films 2023▲ 
UP



CAT CALL 
CICAVERZUM

romantic comedy, drama — First Feature
NFI INCUBATOR PROGRAM SELECTION

DIRECTED BY
ROZÁLIA SZELECZKI 

PRODUCED BY
PETRA IVÁNYI / LUPA PICTURES 
WITH RTL HUNGARY
ANNA BARTÓK
PÉTER MAGYAR
MILÁN SZABÓ

Fáni, 30, is successful at work but is lonely 
in her private life. She is trapped in a world 
of her own imagination: ever since her fa-
ther died when she was a young child, she 
has pictured the death of each man she 
finds attractive.
But one day a new neighbour arrives, 
whose talking black cat starts courting her. 
Fáni falls for the mysterious creature, even 
though only she can hear him speak. She 
escapes reality to dedicate herself to this 
whimsical relationship, but it soon begins 
to turn dangerous. The Cat uses Fáni more 
and more to his own advantage, alienating 
her from everyone and everything impor-
tant to her. But her toxic journey with the Cat 
is also a journey into her painful past. Can 
she overcome her fears at last and see the 
real-life opportunities right in front of her?

upcoming feature films 2023▲ 
UP



FOUR SOULS 
OF COYOTE
KOJOT NÉGY LELKE 

animation

DIRECTED BY
ÁRON GAUDER

PRODUCED BY
RÉKA TEMPLE
CINEMON ENT.

Through a unique re-telling of the creation 
of the universe, the film highlights the in-
creasingly pressing need to live in harmony 
with the environment, before it is too late. 
Set in the present day, Native American 
teenagers confront the crew of an oil pipe-
line project, just down the hill from the land 
of their ancestors. The grandfather evokes 
the ancient tale of their Creation myth, re-
minding all of us that the challenges fac-
ing humanity are universal, and that we 
need to find our place in the great circle of 
creatures.

upcoming feature films 2023▲ 
UP



GOLDS OF 
THE NATION
A NEMZET ARANYAI 

sport documentary

DIRECTED BY
TAMÁS ZÁKONYI S.

PRODUCED BY
TAMÁS ZÁKONYI S., OTTÓ ELEK
FLASHBACK MEDIA 

The Hungarian men’s national water polo 
team, led by Dr. Dénes Kemény became 
Olympic champions for three consecutive 
Olympics. This is something no one has 
ever achieved before!  In 23 world tourna-
ments, they were on the podium 22 times, 
and won 18 finals, including 10 gold and 
8 silver medals. Dénes and six of them 
are water polo legends who, as three-
time Olympic champions, have joined the 
ranks of Hungarian legends and interna-
tional aquatic sport immortals. They have 
shown that TALENT, WORK, MODESTY, 
WILL, HUMILITY, HUMOR and LOVE is what 
makes a man! They have achieved their 
world-renowned success while remaining 
human, retaining the light, intelligent, witty, 
typically Hungarian swimming style that has 
always characterized them and Hungarian 
water polo!

upcoming feature films 2023▲ 
UP



GROWING 
OLD 
MINDEN RENDBEN  

drama — First Feature
NFI INCUBATOR PROGRAM SELECTION

DIRECTED BY
BÁLINT DÁNIEL SÓS

PRODUCED BY
ZOLTÁN MÁRTONFFY, ÁDÁM FARKAS
CINESUPER

Sándor raises his sons, Dénes (11) and Zsiga 
(13), alone. He’s got a new girlfriend but 
everything goes south when his youngest 
son pushes his girlfriend’s daughter (9) into 
an empty pool as consequence of an un-
supervised game, getting the little girl into 
a coma. Sándor, the only witness, decides 
to deny and convinces Dénes to align. He 
obeys but soon his guilt overrides his trust 
towards Sándor. Clueless how to cope, he 
acts out and the lie that meant to protect 
finally separates them. Dénes tries to con-
fess but Sándor discredits him. He must find 
a way to speak up even if it potentially de-
stroys himself and his father.

upcoming feature films 2023▲ 
UP



HABISZTI – 
JUST 
BECAUSE! 
HABISZTI – 
CSAK AZÉRT IS! 

documentary/drama

DIRECTED BY
GYÖRGY DOBRAY

PRODUCED BY
GYÖRGY DOBRAY
BLU BT.

The film is about the Roma Holocaust in an 
unusual way. A choreographer is inspired to 
create a dance production about this hor-
rific historical event. The main character of 
the production is a gypsy boy, whose every-
day life we get to know during the produc-
tion, full of talent in dancing and rapping...
and hopefully the two strands of the film 
will come together somewhere in the view-
er’s mind… So far it would have been fine, 
but during the filming, during the rehears-
als, Attila was attacked in the street, they 
tried to rob him and they held a knife to his 
throat.  The situation was dramatic.

upcoming feature films 2023▲ 
UP



HADIK

historical/adventure drama — First Feature

DIRECTED BY
JÁNOS SZIKORA

PRODUCED BY
ENDRE NAGY
BOGLÁRKA BARATHY
GERGELY TAKÁCS
B&L LINE

‘Hadik’ tells the story of the most daring 
adventure of the 18th century when the 
Hungarian Hussar General Andras Hadik 
was sent by Queen Maria Theresa to take 
Berlin for the great humiliation of the Prus-
sian king, Frederick the Great. The movie 
is about overcoming the most dire of cir-
cumstances in order to achieve something 
seemingly impossible. As Hadik was sent 
on this mission with a dysfunctional team it 
is also a story of finding our common qual-
ities instead of focusing on our differences 
in order to achieve wonders.
An ultimate multicultural European adven-
ture where the greatest Hungarian gener-
al married to a Polish princess serving the 
Austrian Queen stops the aggressive Prus-
sian conquerors with a ragtag team of Hun-
garian, Saxon, Austrian and Croatian misfit 
soldiers. 

upcoming feature films 2023▲ 
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I WON’T DIE 
NEM HALOK MEG

documentary — First Feature
NFI INCUBATOR PROGRAM SELECTION

DIRECTED BY
ASIA DÉR

PRODUCED BY
KRISZTINA MEGGYES
NOÉMI VERONIKA SZAKONYI
MÁTÉ ARTUR VINCZE
MATCH FRAME PROD.

Gabor is a confident, successful gal-
lery owner, part of the art high-society in 
Budapest. He is restlessly marching forward 
towards new goals without taking a break. 
Gábor is one of the most wanted forensic 
experts because of his excellent sense of 
distinguishing fake paintings from real ones. 
When he is diagnosed with the most fatal 
pancreatic cancer, he ignores the statistics 
and decides to change his life, survive and 
face his true self. Will he be able to review 
his own values and find his way to self-ac-
ceptance? Now he has to determine what’s 
real and what’s fake within himself.
Through the intimate portrayal of Gabor’s 
struggle the film deals with the existential 
struggle of the modern world: if not a fatal 
illness, what can make us slow down to be 
able to listen to what we really need? Why 
are we just as scared of life as of death?

upcoming feature films 2023▲ 
UP



THE 
LEFKOVICSES 
ARE IN 
MOURNING
LEFKOVICSÉK GYÁSZOLNAK 

dramedy — First Feature
NFI INCUBATOR PROGRAM SELECTION

DIRECTED BY
ÁDÁM BREIER

PRODUCED BY
KÁZMÉR MIKLÓS, FELSZEGHY ÁDÁM, 
AUSZTRICS ANDREA
ULAB, PROTON CINEMA

The generous but stubborn elderly boxing 
coach, Tamás, gets along well with every-
one but his own son. They have not spo-
ken since the boy, Iván, moved to Israel and 
became religious in an orthodox Jewish 
community. When Tamás’s beloved wife 
dies unexpectedly, his son arrives home 
with his never-seen grandson, Ariel, to ob-
serve the week of religious mourning at his 
home. Father and son reunited during the 
one-week shiva must face old grievances. 

upcoming feature films 2023▲ 
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OPERATION
POLONIA 
1920
POLONIA AKCIÓ 1920

documentary

DIRECTED BY
KORNÉL KUSSINSZKY

PRODUCED BY
GÉZA DÉTÁRI & ANDRÁS FÉNYES
TITÁNIA MASTER-PRO.

In August 1920, the Polish – Bolshevik war 
came to a crucial moment: in the area of 
Warsaw a decisive battle was about to take 
place. Soviet victory would have resulted 
in the spread of Communism further west-
wards into Europe, where considerable rev-
olutionary ferment was present at the time. 
In this phase of the war, the Polish army was 
running out of ammunition, and worker’s 
movements throughout Europe had suc-
cessfully blocked the transportation of mil-
itary equipment to Poland. 
At the same time, under the provisions of the 
Treaty of Trianon, Hungary was not allowed 
to produce or transport military equipment. 
However, at the last moment before the bat-
tle, about 80 wagons of ammunition arrived 
in Poland from the Manfréd Weiss Steel and 
Metal Works in Csepel, Hungary. 
Operation Polonia 1920 will present the po-
litical, diplomatic and military aspects of the 
events that led to this outcome.

upcoming feature films 2023▲ 
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OUR 
BLOSSOM  
AZ ALMAFA VIRÁGA  

romantic drama

DIRECTED BY
DÓRA SZŰCS

PRODUCED BY
LEA GYÖRGY, ANNA SÍPOS
SOLVE ART
HCM CITY MOVIE ASSOCIATION FILM 
STUDIOS

The film takes place in two intertwining 
storylines. One tells the adventures of a 
young Vietnamese girl Song Ha, who came 
to Budapest to find out more about her 
grandmother’s mysterious past. She meets 
a young man, Viktor who is from the first 
moment certain that Song Ha is the love of 
his life and helps her in the investigation.? 
Meanwhile, in a different storyline we travel 
back in time when Thien Nga, a Vietnamese 
undergraduate girl accidentally bumps into 
the most handsome guy in her class, Tibor. 
As their relationship blossoms into love, it is 
closely observed by the Supervising Officer 
who was sent by the Vietnamese govern-
ment to make sure none of the Vietnamese 
exchange students feel the need to stay in 
Hungary.

upcoming feature films 2023▲ 
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OUT OF AIR
ELFOGY A LEVEGŐ

drama — First Feature
NFI INCUBATOR PROGRAM SELECTION

DIRECTED BY
KATALIN MOLDOVAI

PRODUCED BY
ANDRÁS MUHI
BÉLA ATTILA KOVÁCS
KATALIN MOLDOVAI
MAGMA CINEMA

Ana, a high school literature teacher, is 
being accused of misconduct for recom-
mending a movie named Total Eclipse for 
her students. The local press writes about 
the case, and the scandal that follows has 
unforeseeable consequences upon her life 
and the student’s life, whose father makes 
the complaint. In the small town where the 
action takes place, people start to behave 
concerned, and prejudices surface.

upcoming feature films 2023▲ 
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RECOVERY 
WALL
MÉLYPONT ÉRZÉS

documentary — First Feature
NFI INCUBATOR PROGRAM SELECTION

DIRECTED BY
ÁDÁM MIKLÓS

PRODUCED BY
ADRIÁN SZÁKI / ARRABONA STUDIO 
ANDRÁS MUHI, GÁBOR FERENCZY 
GÁBOR / FOCUSFOX

Recovery Wall is a documentary film about 
the recovery of three young addicts. The 
film follows them in their first year attend-
ing therapy, dealing with their inner demons 
and arriving at the crossroads of their lives.
Attending the Megálló Foundation they par-
ticipate in a new kind of therapy which utilis-
es rock-climbing as one of their methods for 
recovery. It is a coming of age film in which 
our protagonists are faced with the harsh 
reality of life. Can András let go of his com-
puter addiction and take responsibility for 
his actions? Can Szilveszter stay clean and 
find independence? Can Boróka face her 
troubled past and forgive her mother? The 
film depicts how these young adults learn to 
confront themselves, talk about their emo-
tions while learning their self-worth through 
climbing. It is a film about growing up and 
facing life’s inevitable challenges in the 
midst of the struggle to stay clean.

upcoming feature films 2023▲ 
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RESCUER
SZABADÍTÓ

documentary

DIRECTED BY
GERGELY HAJNAL

PRODUCED BY
SÁNDOR CSORTOS SZABÓ
GERGELY HAJNAL
BUDAPEST FILM PRODUKCIÓ

When hope is stronger than doubts. Attila, 
a romany minority man spent altogether 6 
years in prison after being sentenced by 
the court 18 times. By the time he was last 
released, he had decided to quit drugs and 
to stop his life of crimes. The former drug 
addict’s thoughts are centered around one 
decision: to become a monk or to live in a 
relationship. In order to find an answer, he 
has to come to terms with the demons of 
his past. Throughout his journey, he also re-
turns to prison.

upcoming feature films 2023▲ 
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RISE AND 
WALK
KELJ FEL ÉS JÁRJ

drama

DIRECTED BY
ANDRÁS FÉSŐS

PRODUCED BY
BARNABÁS HUTLASSA
FILM FORCE TEAM

The city is in the grip of a strange crisis: 
more and more people are trying to commit 
suicide.  Sándor Felix, a 48-year-old fire-
fighter, is trying his best to save people from 
bridges and tall buildings.  His son, Kristóf, 
who blames his father for the loss of his 
mother, makes guerrilla videos of his father 
rescuing vulnerable people, which he sells 
to TV stations. Against official orders, Felix 
investigates the lives of his rescues, who in 
turn cling to him as they wait for their lives 
to be put right. What Felix doesn’t realize is 
that he is slowly becoming a victim. During 
one of his rescues, Felix meets a strange, 
mysterious woman. This incident causes 
Felix to question his faith in rescuing. Father 
and son try to understand each other better 
and fight for each other’s lives.”

upcoming feature films 2023▲ 
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SEEING 
WHAT 
YOU SEE 
LÁTOM, AMIT LÁTSZ

drama — First Feature
NFI INCUBATOR PROGRAM SELECTION

DIRECTED BY
MÁTYÁS SZABÓ

PRODUCED BY
PETRA IVÁNYI
ISTVÁN MAJOR
FILMSQUAD

Ábel, a young man in his late twenties, 
works for a child rescue company led by 
the blind Professor Fellegi. He has a special 
ability: whenever he closes his eyes, he is 
able to see through the eyes of lost children 
and thus helps to find them. His work is his 
life, which he shares only with the old lady 
Aunt Mituk. However, everything changes 
when he makes a mistake and connects to 
the sight of an adult woman, Vera. Thanks 
to her, he begins to see the world differently 
and a special relationship begins to devel-
op between them. They are getting closer 
and closer, but this unusual harmony cannot 
be maintained forever. 

upcoming feature films 2023▲ 
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SEMMELWEIS

drama

DIRECTED BY
LAJOS KOLTAI 

PRODUCED BY
TAMÁS LAJOS
SZUPERMODERN STÚDIÓ

1947, Vienna. Ignaz Semmelweis, the 
short-tempered but passionate Hungarian 
doctor delivers babies and carries out au-
topsies on a daily basis whilst looking for 
the cause of childbed fever; the mysterious 
epidemic that decimates patients in the hos-
pital. His boss prohibits him from conduct-
ing research into the subject and sends his 
right-hand man to cross him at every turn. 
He also threatens a young midwife, Emma 
Hoffmann, to spy on him. After a rocky start, 
the relationship between Semmelweis and 
Emma develops into a romance. When 
Semmelweis’s friend gets wounded mid-au-
topsy and dies with the same symptoms as 
the women in labour, Semmelweis discov-
ers the cause and prevention of childbed 
fever. Half of his peers discredit him, yet he 
carries on with the fight to prove his theory 
at all costs.

upcoming feature films 2023▲ 
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SOME BIRDS 
VALAMI MADARAK

drama / comedy — First Feature
NFI INCUBATOR PROGRAM SELECTION

DIRECTED BY
DÁNIEL HEVÉR 

PRODUCED BY
LÁSZLÓ DREISSIGER / 235 FILM
FILMFABRIQ
SPARKS

Some Birds revolves around Béla, who 
feels like the world is conspiring against him 
when his son places him in a nursing home. 
Here, they cross paths with a rebellious 
teenager, Zoé, who has been sentenced 
to community service for a fight. While Zoé 
desperately tries to connect with her single 
mother, Béla wants to prove to everyone 
that he can live independently so that he 
can go home. Despite the almost sixty-year 
gap between them, their similarities and 
loneliness turn them into allies. Some Birds 
tells the tale of a friendship transcending 
age barriers, and sheds light on the under-
represented social issue of how we pro-
cess aging.

upcoming feature films 2023▲ 
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SUPPORTING 
ACTORS
MELLÉKSZEREPLŐK

drama

DIRECTED BY
ÁRPÁD SOPSITS

PRODUCED BY
ÁRPÁD SOPSITS
SOART THEATER AND FILM LTD.

This social drama tells the parallel stories of 
three families in rural Hungary today, whose 
lives are fundamentally upended by the se-
crets and crimes that are revealed during 
the film. 
The story begins with a memorial exhibi-
tion of a recently deceased photographer, 
opened by his student Gábor. In the exhi-
bition, Franciska, a rich businessman’s wife, 
recognizes a picture of her sister, Lili, who 
committed suicide many years ago and 
whose 9-year-old child she and her hus-
band are raising together. The little girl be-
lieves that her parents are blood relations. 
In the incriminated photo, an unknown 
figure is hugging Lili. Franciska asks the 
young photorapher if he knows the figure 
hugging her sister but Gábordoes not know 
him.  From here on we see an investiga-
tion, where Gábor finds out that the picture 
shows a priest in civilian clothes, with whom 
Lili had had an affair in the past…

upcoming feature films 2023▲ 
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MINORITY CO-PRODUCTIONS 
2022 / 2023
THE BLACK SPIDER (CH/HU)
produced by SNAKE FILM
with LAOKOON FILMGROUP / JUDIT STALTER 
directed by MARKUS FISCHER

Mystical adventure set in the Middle Ages. 
Adaptation of Jeremias Gotthelf’s iconic novella 
written in 1842. Old legends are worked into a 
Christian-humanist allegory about ideas of good 
and evil.

BUDAPEST DIARIES (PL/HU)
produced by DOMINO FILM
with FILMFABRIQ BRATANKI / GÁBOR OSVÁTH
directed by RAFAEL KAPELINSKI

Set against the backdrop of the grave political 
and economic crisis in Poland in 1981, Budapest 
Diaries is a touching drama about the relationship 
between Irek (11) and his mother. During a trip to 
Budapest Irek discovers that the adult world is far 
more complex than he might have ever imagined.

GET LOST (USA/HU)
produced by PATRIOT PICTURES
with FILMSQUAD / ISTVÁN MAJOR
directed by DANIELA AMAVIA

A modern-day re-imagining of Alice In Wonderland 
with the creatures turned into human characters. 
Alicia goes on a wildly magical trip into the won-
derland that is Budapest. 

LIBERTATE (RO/HU)
produced by LIBRA FILMS
with MYTHBERG FILMS / JÓZSEF BERGER
directed by TUDOR GIURGIU

Based on real events of the 1989 Revolution that 
overthrown the Communist regime, Libertate 
reenacts a lesser-known story about those chaotic 
days of violent civil unrest that led to a bloody 
confrontation between the Army forces and 
Ceaușescu’s repression instruments, the Miliția 
and Securitate in Sibiu. 

SUPPORTED BY NATIONAL FILM INSTITUTE – HUNGARY

JOHN VARDAR VS.
THE GALAXY (MK/HU/HR/BG)
produced by LYNX ANIMATION STUDIO
with UMATIK / ÉVA KONRÁD 
directed by GOCE CVETANOVSKI

One completely unexceptional man. One 
emotionally unstable robot with a huge spaceship 
- and many, many, many aliens. On a mission to 
save (or destroy) the Galaxy.

MRS. HARRIS GOES TO PARIS 
(UK/HU)
produced by EONE
with HERO SQUARED / DÁNIEL KRESMERY
directed by ANTHONY FABIAN

The period drama stars Lesley Manville, Isabelle 
Huppert and Lucas Bravo. The story of a widowed 
cleaning lady in 1950s London who falls madly in 
love with a couture Dior dress and decides that she 
must have one of her own.one day, while their city 
is rocked by mysterious explosions.

ORDINARY FAILURES (CZ/HU/IT/SK)
produced by XOVA FILM
with LAOKOON FILMGROUP / JUDIT STALTER
directed by CRISTINA GROSAN 

Psychological drama. The lives of three different 
women intersect and irrevocably transform during 
one day, while their city is rocked by mysterious 
explosions.

POWER (SK/HU/CZ)
produced by MPHILMS
with PROTON CINEMA / VIKTÓRIA PETRÁNYI 
directed by MÁTYÁS PRIKLER 

Through the tale of a mortal accident involving a 
high-level politician and the following efforts to 
investigate it – or rather to hush it up – the film 
reveals the machinery of political power and its 
self-preservation.

▲ 
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SAINT (PL/HU)
produced by IKH PICTURES PRODUCTION
with MATRIX FILM / LÁSZLÓ KÁNTOR 
directed by SEBASTIAN BUTTNY 

Poland in the 80’s, a Citizens’ Militia lieutenant  is 
assigned to the most difficult case he has ever had 
to face in his career. Nobody seems to want him to 
solve the mystery. 

SCIROCCO (MA/HU)
produced by ECLIPSE FILMS
with MIRAGE FILM STUDIO / ANDREA TASCHLER
directed by YASSINE MARCO MARROCCU  

Casablanca, 1961. Edoardo embarks on a covert 
and illegal mission to rescue a wrecked ship on 
the shores of the Atlantic. It is the promise of an 
adventure and his relation to the Great South that 
will bring him the redemption he desires.

THE SPRING (SK/CZ/HU)
produced by KALEIDOSCOPE
with PROTON CINEMA / JULI BERKES
directed by IVAN OSTROCHOVSKY

In the 1980s in Czechoslovakia two women, mid-
dle-aged gynecologist Ingrid and part-Roma para-
demic Soňa get closer, as they both discover that 
good intentions often pave a path to horrible ac-

tions at the time of the existence of so-called abor-
tion commissions.

TONI, SHELLY
AND THE SPIRIT (CZ/SK/HU)
produced by NUT PRODUKCIA
with FILMFABRIQ / GÁBOR OSVÁTH
directed by FILIP POŠIVAČ 

Stop-motion, puppet animation. A family feature 
about being different, about friendship, and first 
loves… But above all about light and darkness. 

WINTER DREAM (PL/HU)
produced by TIMING ENTERTAINMENT
with WD FILM / ORSOLYA KMETTY 
directed by PIOTR FIEDZIUKIEWICZ

A snowboarder, whose career was interrupted by 
an injury, meets a determined pianist who inspires 
him to pursue his Olympic dreams.

Mrs Harris Goes to Paris
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